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FOLLOW THE PATH OF WISDOM PROVERBS 
8:22-31; 9:13-18   • 7/10/2022

MAIN POINT
Th wise and the foolish. Christians must live according to God’s wisdom, not man’s folly.

INTRODUCTION
As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion.

What has been a tough decision you’ve made this year? How did you make that
decision: Research? Feelings? Others’ advice?

How would you define wisdom?

Where are most people in today’s world likely to turn for wisdom?

Although the world offers many “answers” to our quest for wisdom, our first stop should always
be to consider God and the wisdom in His Word. God’s Word is the filter through which we know
and follow the Holy Spirit’s leading. That doesn’t mean we always get it right, but it does mean
that we live in obedience to God’s teachings and correct our course when we have strayed. Of
course, it is God’s Word that leads us to saving faith by the power of the Holy Spirit.

UNDERSTANDING
Unpack the biblical text to discover what the Scripture says or means about a particular topic.

HAVE A VOLUNTEER READ PROVERBS 8:22-31.

Wisdom calls to each person to come to her safety and pleasure. Wisdom is within the reach of 
everyone, is more valuable than financial wealth, and calls us to high moral standards. God is, of 
course, the source of Wisdom. Previously God’s Wisdom has been pictured as a woman crying 
out for the sons of men to listen. In this passage, we see the eternal nature of Wisdom.
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Which of the creative acts characterized in these verses made the biggest impression
on you? Why? What do they teach us about Wisdom?

How does Wisdom describe her relationship with man from the beginning?

Describe the contrast found in verses 35-36. How would you describe that contrast in
terms of New Testament teaching?

In the next chapter of Proverbs, we again see a beautiful picture of Wisdom. But in verse 13, the
passage takes a turn and uses similar use of figurative language to personify Folly.

HAVE A VOLUNTEER READ PROVERBS 9:13-18.

One of the ways Folly is described is with noise or clamor. How have you experienced
these distractions in your own attempt to find or follow God?

A lack of knowledge and understanding seems to be something Folly preys upon.
How can we ensure that we are less vulnerable to the Enemy’s temptations in
practical terms?

How does secrecy work against us, and how can we build in accountability measures
instead to be more wise?

What a contrast death and hell give to the life being offered by Wisdom earlier in the chapter.
The life Wisdom calls us to is not necessarily an easy life. Many of the things Wisdom will
require of us are hard—perhaps physically, but maybe also spiritually or emotionally. But the
result is worth it. Wisdom offers eternal life and abundant life.

APPLICATION
Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives.

In what area of your life are you most tempted to turn to earthly folly instead of
biblical wisdom? What is one step you can take toward seeking God’s wisdom in that
area this week?

What decision are you facing right now for which you need godly wisdom? What
might keep you from seeking God’s wisdom regarding this decision?

What are some blessings that might accompany God-given wisdom, and how might
you use such blessings in God’s service? How can you share this wisdom with others?
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PRAYER
Pray that your group members would reject the way of folly and continue to grow in spiritual
wisdom, becoming more attentive to God’s work in their lives. Pray that they would have a
renewed desire to study Scripture for the sake of growing closer to God this week.

COMMENTARY
PROVERBS 8:22-31

8:22–25 Verse 22 begins with an allusion to the creation narrative of Gen 1 in the word
“beginning.” In saying that the Lord fathered her at (or “as”) the beginning of his ways, Wisdom
is claiming to be the first principle of the world and the pattern by which it was created.
References to the oceans, waters, mountains, and fields (or “rivers”) also point back to the
creation account and emphasize the antiquity of Wisdom.

8:26 An intriguing point is Wisdom’s claim to be older than the “dust of the world” (v. 26).
Although this could be taken simply at face value, allusions to the creation story in context imply
that this is a veiled reference to the formation of Adam from the dust (Gen 2:7). The Hebrew of v.
26 literally reads, “Before he made … the head of the dusts of the world.” In Gen 1–2 “dust” is
associated only with the creation of humanity; there is no account of the creation of dust itself.
The “dusts of the world” is humanity, formed of the dust; and its head is Adam.

The term “dust” also indicates our fragility and mortality and implies that the decision to accept
or reject Wisdom is a life-or-death choice. When God cursed Adam, he told him that he was but
dust and would return to the dust (Gen 3:19). This concept frequently reappears in biblical
wisdom, where “dust” represents human mortality. The frailty that comes of being human only
increases our need for Wisdom.

Wisdom was here before us or our world. Humans, as dust, are part of the created world and
cannot live contrary to the order by which the world was created. By Wisdom the formless,
chaotic dust became Adam, the human race. People who reject Wisdom, therefore, are certain to
return to their prior state.

8:27–29 Wisdom claims to have been present at the creation in vv. 27–29. She specifically
points to two of the most spectacular aspects of creation, namely, the making of the heavens
and the placing of restraints over the power of the sea (Gen 1:1–10). This carries two
implications. First, if Wisdom had a part in these two most awesome works of God, surely she
should be present if human endeavors are to succeed. Second, if the very universe is made in
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accordance with the principles of Wisdom, it is folly for anyone to live contrary to those
principles.

8:30–31 The laughter of Wisdom (vv. 30–31) poses the question, Why is she laughing? The key
is in the word that the NIV renders “craftsman.” An alternative translation for the word here is
“child” or “ward,” and other renditions have been proposed as well. While the notion of Wisdom
as a laughing child makes sense in context, evidence favors the interpretation “craftsman” or
“artisan.”


